Uncompromised Border Protection
Is Where We Draw the Line
World Leading Provider of Comprehensive
Solutions and Technologies

45 years of border securing

installation-base across 80 countries

Securing and Protecting:
land borders

states’ borders

nautical borders

Frontline technology for your frontline protection:
Wide Range of Technological Solutions for Physical and Virtual Perimeters
Lowest Nuisance Alarm Rate (NAR)
Terrain, weather and environment agnostic
Political and legal adherence
Low dependence on external resources
Robust and highly reliable equipment
Simple installation and integration with existing infrastructure

recognized turnkey provider

Borders are there to secure lives, facilities, property, and policy. They are your frontier of sovereignty, law and order.
Where no two borders are the same, Magal-S3 oﬀers an unrivaled set of capabilities to address all of your protection
requirements.
Magal-S3 executes a comprehensive threat and risk assessment, oﬀers a protection strategy in accordance with your
goals and challenges, and deploys a cutting edge end-to-end solution:
Early Warning:
UAV, Radar, Long Range CCTV, Aerostat
Fence Intrusion Protection:
Mounted, virtual, buried sensors and detection means, PTZ cameras
Border Checkpoints:
face recognition, handheld scanning, vehicle examination, LPR, access control, barriers
Surveillance and Interception:
Local control center, decision-making tools, machine learning and more
Patrolling:
mobile terminals and handheld enriched communication

Accurate Location Resolution

Simultaneous Intrusion Detection

Roboguard Technology

Obtain precise location of any
intruder with a combination of
sensors and pinpointing camera
technology

Each sensor operates autonomously
and analyzes separately, allowing for
multiple reporting and low rates of
false alarms

Secures the perimeter and replaces
the need for a human guard or a
patrol vehicle. With laser scanner
accuracy, Roboguard has swift
response time to any perimeter
alerts that may arise

Magal-S3’ intrusion detection systems are durable, resilient and designed to perform under any weather
condition including fog, corrosive materials, rain, wind, extreme temperatures, electromagnetic
interference, and vibrations induced by ground traﬃc.

About MAGAL
Magal S3 is a leading international provider of solutions and
products for physical and cyber security, as well as safety and site
management. Over the past 45 years, Magal S3 has delivered
tailor-made security solutions and turnkey projects to hundreds of
satisﬁed customers in over 80 countries - under some of the most
challenging conditions.
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